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RE: CHANGFENG MACHINERY CORPORATION

1. CHANGFENG MACHINERY CORPORATION STATED THAT THIS ORGANIZATION IS DIRECTLY SUBORDINATE TO CMIEC. THE DIRECTOR OR ONE OF THE DEPUTY DIRECTORS IS (OVD) DAIMING [____] ... JD IS VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE BOTH OF MISSILE SYSTEMS AND AIR DEFENSE APPLICATION COMPUTERS. CHANGFENG IS ACTIVE IN MARKETING THE HH-SC SHOULDER MOUNTED SAM AS WELL AS THE CH-111 PHOTOTIC CHARLIE ROMO ONE OK ONE OK). MISSILE. THIS MISSILE IS BASICALLY A CROATED SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE INITI.

2. IRAN IS CURRENTLY ENGAGED WITH CHINA IN THE PURCHASE OF "LARGE NUMBERS" OF THE B619 SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE. (b)(3)(c) THE CHINESE SALES DO NOT INOLVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER -- JUST SALES OF THE

SUMMARY: REPORTING ON IRANIAN PURCHASE OF B619 SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILES, TRAINING OF IRANIAN TECHNICIANS IN CHINA. ACTIVITIES OF CHANGFENG MACHINERY CORPORATION, A SUBSIDIARY OF CMIEC. MENTION OF CH-111 SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE, SSA AIR DEFENSE COMPUTERS.
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SERIAL: 01 118

PASS: 01

COUNTRY: 01 CHINA; IRAN (IR). 01

SUBJECT: 11 CHINESE MISSILE SALES 01 ALLEY THAT IT WAS A CROSS BETWEEN A XXX-78 (CARBLED) AND THE CROTALE. 01 THAT A CHANGFENG DELEGATION HAD VISITED THE U.S. S'S SILICON VALLEY ABOUT FOUR TO FIVE MONTHS AGO TO MEET WITH U.S. COMPANY (YES). 01 THAT AN OBJECTIVE OF THOSE MEETINGS WERE IMPROVEMENTS TO MISSILE ACCURACIES (CEPS) THROUGH UPGRADES TO GUIDANCE UNITS. 01

4. 01 WAS AWARE THAT CHANGFENG WAS INVOLVED WITH PAKISTAN IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AIR DEFENSE COMPUTER TO MEET PAKISTANI REQUIREMENTS. THE CHINESE HAD DECLARED THAT THEY WOULD BUILD A COMPUTER TO PAKISTANI REQUIREMENTS FOR AIR DEFENSE PURPOSES. THE COMPUTER WHICH THEY HAD DEVELOPED PERFORMED BETTER THAN A FRENCH-MADE MODEL, THE XXX-78 (CARBLED MODEL). THE CHINESE WERE DESIGNING THE EQUIPMENT TO PAKISTANI SPECs BUT WERE STILL HAVING PROBLEMS MEETING THESE SPECIFICATIONS. ONE OF THE OBJECTIVES WAS A 2000-HOUR MTFB GOAL -- TO DATE THE CHINESE HAD ONLY BEEN ABLE TO COME UP WITH A 1000-HOUR CAPABILITY. 01

STATED THAT HE KNEW THAT A SENIOR PAKISTANI MILITARY OFFICER (PROBABLY THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF ELECTRONICS, PAKISTANI AIR FORCE) HAD VISITED BEIJING ABOUT FEB 9B AND AS A PART OF THAT VISIT HAD AGREED TO PROVIDE SOME OF THE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS (PCBS) TO ASSIST IN BOOSTING COMPUTER PERFORMANCE AND MTFB VALUES. THE CHINESE HAD OFFERED TO INSTALL THE FIRST SYSTEM, AND THEN DO A COMPLETE CHANGE-OUT WITH THE UPGRADED COMPUTER WHEN IT WAS AVAILABLE. 01

COMMENTS: 01

//PS: 01
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